
ST796 Miami Sweat Pants
280 g/m², Isoli

Quality: Black, Blue Navy 65% cotton / 35% polyester

Oxford Grey 85% cotton / 15% viscose

Heather Green 35% cotton / 65% polyester

Anthracite, Heather Blue and Heather Burgundy 60% cotton / 40% polyester

Weight: 280 g/m2

Isoli

Box: 20 pcs., pack: 5 pcs.

ST796 Maimi Sweat Pants are part of the Miami Sweat Series.

Miami Sweat Series are the only sweat series where you see the beautiful and modern heather

colors. We have had great success selling these models to the slightly younger target group;



therefore, it is also available in size XXS.
 

The pants have side pockets with metal zippers.
 

In the waistline there is a waistband in a 2x2 rib with elastane and a wide elastic band inside the rib.

The adjustable drawstring is kept in place in the center of the rib with a stitching on both sides.
 

The drawstring is finished with a knot at the end of the string. If the drawstring is too long, you can cut

the string and tie a new knot.
 

The trousers have a narrow fit and are finished with a 2x2 rib with elastan at the bottom.
 

Miami Sweat Series are the only sweat series where you see the beautiful and modern heather

colors. We have had great success selling these models to the slightly younger target group;

therefore, it is also available in size XXS.
 

Do you want to give the sweat pants your own unique expression, it is suitable for both printing and

embroidery.

There is only a small size label on the left side of the waistband, and in the left side seam there is a

small label with the product name and washing instructions. We call it BRAND YOURSELF, ALL

PRODUCTS WITHOUT LABEL.
 

 



Colors

Black
Black

Anthracite
PMS 426 C

Oxford Grey
PMS Cool
Grey 7 C

Blue Navy
PMS 533 C

Heather
Blue
PMS 533 C

Heather
Green
PMS 445 C

Heather
Burgundy
PMS 505 C


